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For several years, Judicial Watch has sued populous counties in a
number of "blue" states to force them to clean up their voter rolls and
comply with the National Voter Registration Act of 1993. In each of
these, the number of Registered Voters exceeded the number of voting
age residents of each county, sometimes by 20% or more.
Judicial Watch focused on five states where dead people, illegal aliens,
fictitious names and those who have moved out of those counties were
retained on the Voter Rolls so their names could later be used in
"Democrat" voter fraud schemes. It is no coincidence that four of those
states upon which Judicial Watch focused were Virginia, Colorado,
North Carolina and Pennsylvania.
A similar example of voter fraud occurred on November 4th in
Wisconsin, where the number of reported statewide votes indicate a
stunning 90% turnout. Seven Wards in Milwaukee reported more votes
cast than the number of registered voters found within their Voter Rolls.
This anomaly is probably attributable to the 100,000 ballots that were
mysteriously "dumped" in the early morning hours of November 4th,
when no one was around to monitor.
Likewise, there was a dump of 138,339 votes in Detroit, Michigan in the
middle of the night following the election. Immediately prior to this
anomaly, a number of suitcases and coolers were observed being rolled
into the Detroit Voting Center in the early morning hours of November
4th. It is suspected that they were stuffed with fraudulent ballots rather
than beverages because EVERY SINGLE VOTE WENT FOR JOE BIDEN!

Voter fraud truly is the "Democrat" Party's PRIMARY ELECTORAL
STRATEGY. There can no longer be any question about it, and it is used
in every important federal and state election. It has clearly been used
recently in Pennsylvania, Arizona, North Carolina, Wisconsin and
Nevada.
"Democrats" really are the New Communist Party and are capable of
anything. They don't believe in Rule of Law or fair elections, and they are
incapable of policing themselves. Like the Bolsheviks they model
themselves after, the only thing they truly believe in is their own,
unrelenting quest for power.
It is NOT A COINCIDENCE that Pennsylvania's Governor, Attorney
General and Secretary of State are all JEWISH "DEMOCRATS." When the
"Democrat" Party wants to carry out illegal and unconstitutional acts of
treason, it knows the right people to whom it should turn. The same
bunch dominated the Jews' Media's disinformation campaign involving
the fraudulent "Steele Dossier" used in a three-year attempt to destroy
President Trump.
Any conservative or white nationalist who votes for a Jewish "Democrat"
is helping to destroy America and the U.S. Constitution. These people
should NEVER be trusted with power. One might as well vote for George
Soros, himself!
Finally, the cowardice of the Republican Party has been painfully
obvious for decades. The GOP has turned a blind eye to "Democrat"
voter fraud because it is primarily practiced by Africanus criminalis, the
Great American Nigro.
Apparently, cowardly Republicans would rather live with fraudulent
elections than be called "racist" by the Jews' Media and their equally
corrupt political allies. Such cowards must be "primaried" out of office.

